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Christmas

A couple of months ago we 

celebrated Christmas. A busy time of the year 

for us!  We did several outreaches, like a 

Three Days Club about Christmas in our 

village. Although the children heard the gospel 

several times already, the Christmas stories 

were really special for them. Some days after 

the club they came to our house and had all 

kinds of questions about Jesus. They also told 

us that they have been searching for 

information about Him on the Internet! The 

Sunday after Christmas the same children 

performed a song, memory verse and play in 

the church. We pray that all these children will 

accept the invitation of our Lord and Savior.

We also did a big outreach at the school in our 

village, together with our Thai friend Phii 

Korn.This was a real challenge: trying to 

keep the attention of 200 children from 5 up 

to 15 years old with the Gospel, while just 

before there had been a "turbulent" Christmas 

Show, which had absolutely nothing to do with 

the real message of Christmas...

Besides this, Mark also joined some 

outreaches in other villages, together with a 

team from Hongkong. Many people heard the 

Good News of Christmas for the very first time! 

So special!

Celebrating the birth of Christ was also a good 

occasion to tell our own children about the 

baby growing in mommy's whomb! 

Christmas celebration in 

church. Children from our 

village perform in a play. 

Prayer and Thanks

We are thankful we had 

the opportunity to reach 

out to many people 

during the Christmas

Give thanks for the help 

of Claudius and Simon

Give thanks that we 

have opportunities to 

do 3 Days Clubs

We are thankful for the 

pregnancy of Anne-

Marie

We are thankful that 

Mark can finish year 2 

of language study soon

Pray for new 
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A new year

Gradually, language study takes less time. 

Also the weekly children's club doesn't take 

that much energy anymore. Time for new 

initiatives!

One of those initiatives is training children's 

workers in churches in Isaan, We started to 

train in the churches of our team members. 

The distances, however, are so big that one 

training takes us at least two days . Our 

children don't mind at all, as sleeping in 

another place is quite an adventure for them.  

Another initiative is setting up a so called  "3 

Days Club". Three days in a row we have a 

children's club in a new village, where the 

Gospel is told loud and clear every time. We 

try to do these clubs near the existing Thai 

churches, so that people who are interested 

can easily find their way to a church. We just 

did the first "3 Days Club" at a school in a 

village nearby. We enjoyed it very much and 

also reached a little milestone: We are able to 

tell a 25 minute Bible lesson by heart now! 

Resistance?

"Really? No one showed up?" Disappointed we 

look at each other. This time no teenagers to 

go on an outing, while in December, there 

were even 18 teenagers coming to an outing! 

 It has happened several times now these past 

2 months, that all of a sudden no children 

showed up at children's club, English class or 

thus on an outing. We have no idea what the 

reason is. We only get vague answers. We 

know that the  children and teenagers 

were having a good time during club or an 

outing. We can only guess about the real 

opportunities to reach 

out to teenagers

Pray for protection in 

the spiritual 

battle which we 

experience in our 

village

Pray that we may still 

progress in language 

learning

Pray for the 3 Days 

Clubs

Pray for the pregnancy 

1	Tim	4:13b:

Be	sure	to	keep	

on	reading	the	

Scriptures	in	

worship,	and	
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motives. Maybe someone with a high status in 

the village doesn't approve what we are 

teaching. After all, the children and teenagers 

learn about The Truth and sometimes this 

teaching is quite the opposite of Buddhism...  

We don't experience openly resistance, but 

fact is that sometimes we organize and 

prepare a lot in vein. It's a pity and 

disappointing, but at the same time we know 

we could expect this; we are indeed fighting in 

the frontline! 

Learning

Meanwhile, Mark has finished his last check of 

year 2 and is preparing to take his second year 

exam in March. Anne-Marie hopes to do a 

preparation check in the first week of March to 

see whether or not she can do her exam soon 

as well. Before that, she has to finish 2 

modules. Hopefully she manages to do so 

before the birth! More and more we can 

combine language study and work, which 

saves us a lot of time. Nice!

Since January David  goes to school 2 

mornings per week. He was really ready to go 

and we hope that he can go more often soon. 

The girls enjoy it, having their little brother with 

them in school!

Further we enjoy the company of 2 German 

boys. They help us in building relationships 

with teenagers through playing sports with 

them, and help us in practical ways in our 

children's ministry.

They even taught a Thai children's song to a 

large group of children during the "3 Days 

Club"!  It's nice too, that they entertain our own 

children every now and then!

In Him,

don't	stop	

preaching	and	

teaching.	

Picture above shows us with 

uncle Claudius and uncle 

Simon. These 2 German 

boys live in our village for 

half a year and help daddy 

and mommy in their 

ministry. We really enjoy 

having them! Now we learn, 

besides English and Thai, 

also some German words!
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Mark & Anne-Marie, Celeste, Irene and David skype: bakinthailand

Gifts to Stichting Kimon in 

Putten

Rek.nr. ABN AMRO: 

400598698

IBANNR.: 

NL77ABNA0400598698

BIC: ABNANL2A.    

mentioning: Thailand fam. 
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